
 

Tanning in a tanning bed increases your 

chance of skin cancer by 75%! 

It has been recently placed in the same risk category to your 

health as arsenic and cigarettes. Every day there is new 

research about the harmful effects tanning with UVA and UVB 

have on your health. This issue can no longer be argued or 

ignored. 

 Statistics compiled by the Center for Disease 

Control 

Studies have shown consistently that indoor tanning increases 

a person’s risk of getting skin cancer, including melanoma. 



A meta-analysis (a research study that looks at data from 

other studies) by Boniol and colleagues in 2012 combined 

findings from studies conducted in Europe, Australia, and the 

United States. The meta-analysis shows a link between indoor 

tanning and melanoma. 

Another meta-analysis published in 2014 by Colantonio and 

colleagues reconfirmed the association between indoor 

tanning and melanoma, and also found that newer tanning 

beds were not safer than older models. 

 

A 2014 study by Wehner and colleagues estimated that more 

than 400,000 cases of skin cancer may be related to indoor 

tanning in the United States each year—causing 245,000 basal 

cell carcinomas, 168,000 squamous cell carcinomas, and 6,000 

melanomas.  

A 2010 study by Lazovich and colleagues in the United States 

found that the risk of getting melanoma increased the more 

years, hours, or sessions spent indoor tanning. 



 

 

Even the American Academy of Dermotology highlights the 

risks involved in traditional tanning, telling us that The United 

States Department of Health and Human Services and the 

World Health Organization's International Agency of Research 

on Cancer panel has declared ultraviolet radiation from the 

sun and artificial sources, such as tanning beds and sun lamps, 

as a known carcinogen (cancer-causing substance). Indoor 

tanning equipment, which includes all artificial light sources, 

including beds, lamps, bulbs, booths, etc., also emits UVA and 

UVB radiation. The amount of the radiation produced during 

indoor tanning is similar to the sun, and in some cases might 

be stronger. Even one indoor tanning session can increase 

users’ risk of developing squamous cell carcinoma by 67 



percent and basal cell carcinoma by 29 percent.  Indoor 

tanning before age 24 increases one’s risk of developing basal 

cell carcinoma by age 50. 

             

Solution  

Airbrush tanning has been endorsed by the American Cancer 

Society and the American Academy of Dermatology as a 

“Safe” alternative to the sun UV exposure. 

Airbrush Spray Tanning a smarter healthier alternative to 

tanning in the sun, or in tanning beds. This provides you with 

the ability to create a better shade of you! Minimize flaws 

while maximizing tone and definition. By having a tan 

technician you have the ability to have a controlled level of 

detail, shading and customizations to achieve a natural 

looking tan. 



If you can’t tone it, Spray Tan it.” 

 

Everyone feels better with an even skin tone flawless looking 

tan, and a nice health glow. Endless Glow product enriches 

your skin with natural vitamins and moisturizers to firm the 

skin and make it smooth and beautiful. The tanning serum 

offered is an anti-aging Vitamin A,C,E complex that is firming 

and helps to slow the signs of aging. The solution is 

formulated to improve the tone and texture of your skin by 

using these professional grade ingredients: 

Firmaderm: Firming 

Anitioxidants: offering repair and protection from the 

environment. 



Caffeine: oxygenates and reduces puffiness in your skin. 

Dihydroxyacetone (Eco-Cert DHA) 

Aloe Vera in a purified De-Mineralized water 

How it’s done: 

 

Airbrushing is done standing in a pop up style tent with three 

sides for privacy. Wearing a black bikini swimsuit is optimal 

for wearing clothing or undressing to your comfort level, then 

an airbrush technician with walk you through a series of 

positions to deliver the most natural looking tan.  

The best way to come and be prepared to have a longer 

lasting tan is to exfoliate and shave, though not essential as 

Using “Perfect Glow” tanning extender will prolong the life of 

your tan and smooth out the exfoliation process. Without the 

tanning extender the tan will naturally fade in around 5-7 

days depending on your rate of your body’s exfoliation. Using 

the complete line for before and after “care products” will 

deliver the best results. 



In the hours immediately after your tanning session. It is best 

not to sweat or do dishes. Aviod anything that will cause your 

tan to streak. Don’t go out in the rain or let your dog lick you, 

it will streak you.  lol 

 

 

Clients should wait at least 8 to 12 hours for the sunless tan to 

develop do not allow your skin to come in contact with any 

water base produces until your tan has fully developed. This 

means no make-up or moisturizers lady’s! Not before your 

first shower that has taken place after 8 hours. 

While the tanning solution washes out of clothing, unique 

fabrics could possibly be stained. To be on the safe side 

wearing dark loose clothing is best during and there shortly 

after the tanning session is best. 



Get your gorgeous natural looking “instant” tan in just 20 min.  

No more waiting month and hours in the sun to look 

beautiful. You can have it completely customized exactly how 

you like it.  Host a party of 4 to 5 girls for your free tan today! 

 


